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Abstract. Communication is one of the most important things 

in human life, day by day the technology is changing, data rate 

becomes faster and equipment’s are also becoming compact, 

as the results of change in technology. The human beings have 

also adapted to the technology as well. In this article the 

revolution of wireless technologies like 2G, 3G, 4G and 5G 

(Future generation network) are explained. This article mainly 

focused on background of wireless communication system, 

models and technologies adapted for 4G and 5G. The key 

technologies, spectrum allocation and current projects are 

discussed and described; this work gives a detailed research to 

address the projects and developments for future generation 

wireless technology. 

Keywords: CDMA, OFDM, MIMO, 5G Projects, 5G 

technologies. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

   

In the upcoming years the consumption of data is going to 

increase drastically, which may cause the traffic or the 

consumption in the bandwidth, which won’t be supported 

by 3G, 4G technologies, for that purpose, should go for 

the future wireless communication system, which should 

have a proper utilization of bandwidth. Presently a lot of 

researches are working on 5G technologies, so 

accordingly the next expected technology will be 5G [1]. 

Presently, 2G, 2.5G, 3G, 3.5G, 4G-LTE (Long Term 

Evolution) technologies are playing more important role 

in mobile communication system How? In 2G wireless 

standards has (2G, 2.5G) ended voice calling facility from 

mobile to mobile communication, and also it enables 

internet access. Over cellular networks, the another 

competing technology is 2.75G standard, i.e. EDGE 

(Enhanced Data for GSM Evolution). As the 2G 

technology grows rapidly, the number of 2G users 

becomes more, due to this effect lack of bandwidth 

consumption occurred, as well as demand for voice call, 

video conferencing also increased, but 2G technologies 

have limitations on data rate and bandwidth which tends 

to the development of 3G cellular wireless standards. In 

3G, the standards used are WCDMA/ UMTS, CDMA-

2000, HSDPA/HSUPA, 1EVDO this result in increased 

data rate and it enables video conferencing, although the 

bandwidth is not properly utilizing, this leads to the 

multicarrier technology [2]. In this multicarrier 

modulation technique, the carrier is subdivided into a 

number of small limited carriers. Each subcarrier will be 

independent of each other, there will be no inter carrier 

interference, this technique is known as Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), which is 

adopted in current 4G LTE technology. This technique is 

very fast at data rate, as compared with the previous 

technology (3G), high spectrum efficiency and enhanced 

security [3]. In today’s Business world 4G LTE 

technology plays a vital role, around 1.3 billion people are 

getting benefit from this technology. LTE not only 

provides super-fast connectivity to millions of users, but 

can also act as an enterprise, network connectivity 

enables. Although there are some disadvantages of the 4G 

LTE system, i.e. there is no proper utilization of 

bandwidth in 4G Worldwide Interoperability for 

Microwave Access (WiMax) OFDM system, around 11% 

of bandwidth wasted because of insertion of cyclic prefix, 

this leads to the more enhanced upcoming 5G technology. 

All over the world the researches are going on, on 5G 

technology, but there is lots still to work out, 5G start to 

roll out until at least 2020 [4]. In the following section’s 

background of mobile communication, technology and 

techniques adopted for 3G, 4G and 5G system, projects 

for 5G technology are explained. 

 

2. CELLULAR COMMUNICATION 

BACKGROUND 

   

What is Communication? Communication is exchanging 

of information from one location to another location 

through some medium or channel, information in the form 

of voice, images and videos. The families of 2G, 3G, 4G 

wireless systems and standards are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Families of 2G, 3G, 4G wireless 

communication standards 

 
 

The result of increasing demand for high bandwidth 

application has progressively developed the 3G and 4G 

wireless communication technology [5]. 

 

2.1. Ideas of Wireless Communication   

 

A wireless communication system typically contains Base 

Station (BS) and Mobile Station (MS). BS will transmit 

an electromagnetic signal to the MS (User). MS will 

receive the transmitted signal from the BS. In addition to 

the direct propagation between BS and MS, there are also 

several reflected components that arise in the wireless 

environment namely trees, buildings and moving 

vehicles. These additional components are called as 

scatterers. Pictorial representation of idea of mobile 

communication environment is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Mobile communication environment (Multipath 

Propagation) 

 

Direct paths are known as Line of Sight (LOS) and 

scattered paths are known as Non Line of Sight (NLOS) 

[6]. 

 

2.1.1. Wireless Propagation and Environmental Model 

 

A signal from BS comes through a different distance, is 

subject to attenuation because of free space losses and also 

distance, delay is different which means the phase that is 

arise at MS is different [3, 19]. The same transmitted 

signal arriving at the MS with different path, receiving 

signals is added up at the MS with different attenuation 

and different delay, this result either constructive 

interference or destructive interference [18]. Block 

diagram of the wireless channel model is shown in Figure 

2. 

 

 
Figure 2. Wireless channel model. 

 

Where a (t) = Signal transmitted by the base station. 

             b(t) = Signal received from BS through wireless 

channel. 

            h(t) = Impulse response of the channel. 

 

System Model: 

- The impulse response of the channel is represented as: 

        

 h = a0δ(t − τ0)  (1) 

 

Where a0 denotes attenuation factor and τ0 denotes delay. 

The expression of multipath components [27] are 

represented as: 

        

 h0 = a0δ(t − τ0) → 0th Path → LOS  (2) 

 

 h1 = a1δ(t − τ1) → 1th Path → NLOS  (3) 

 

 h2 = a2δ(t − τ2) → 2th Path → NLOS  (4) 

 

 hL = aL−1δ(t − τL−1) → Lth Path → NLOS  (5) 

 

Therefore, the wireless channel impulse response h(t) is 

expressed as: 

 

 h(t) = ∑ ai
L−1
i=0 (t − τi)  (6) 

 

The transmitted baseband signal from the base station is 

represented as: 

 

 S(t) = Re{Sb(t)e
j2πFct}  (7) 

 

Where S(t) = Transmitted signal. 

            Sb(t) = Complex baseband signal. 

            Fc = Carrier frequency. 

 

Here Fc denotes carrier frequency and it is important to 

allocate different carrier frequency to different operators 

to avoid interference with each other. Before transmits, 
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the BS will up convert the BS signal to the allocated 

carrier frequency and at the MS it will down convert the 

received signal back to the baseband. Therefore the 

received signal y(t) is expressed as: 

 

 Y(t) = S(t) ∗ h(t)  (8) 

 

The expression of multipath received signal are 

represented as: 

 

 0th Path → Y0(t) = Re{a0Sb(t − τ0)e
j2πFc(t−τ0} (9) 

 

 1th Path → Y1(t) = Re{a1Sb(t − τ1)e
j2πFc(t−τ1} 

 (10) 

 

 2th Path → Y2(t) = Re{a2Sb(t − τ2)e
j2πFc(t−τ2} 

 (11) 

 

 Lth Path → Y2(t) = Re{aL−1Sb(t − τL−1)e
j2πFc(t−τL−1} 

 (12) 

 

The net signal can be represented as the sum of all signals 

arriving from the multipath components. 

 

 Y(t) = Re {{∑ aiSb(t − τi)e
−j2πFcτiL−1

i=0 }ej2πFct} (13) 

 

Where e−j2πFcτi from equation (13) denotes the complex 

phase factor. 

 

2.2. Wireless Communication System Performance 

 

In a wireless communication system, the performance can 

be analyzed by Bit Error Rate (BER). BS transmits a 

stream of 1’s and 0’s (1101110101) these are coded and 

transmitted over the wireless channel. At MS, the 

transmitted signal will be detected or decoded. 

 

      Transmitted bits from BS → 1101110101 

      Received bits at MS         → 1001110100 

 

Receiving bits (2nd and 10th bit) contains error information 

these errors are referred as bit errors. So BER also defined 

as the probability of getting bit errors in the total 

information stream.  

 

System model: 

The received signal 

 Y = hx + n  (14) 

 

Where Y= Received signal. 

             h = Fading coefficient of channel. 

             n = Noise. 

 

Here ‘h’ is the fading coefficient of the channel, h can be 

represented as: 

 

 h = aej∅  (15) 

 

Where a is Rayleigh distribution and ∅ is uniformly 

distributed. The transmitted power of the signal can be 

represented by P and noise power can be represented by 

σn
2 . 

 
Received Power = P × |h|2 = P × a2 

 

Therefore Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) represented as: 

 

SNR =
Signal Power

Noise Power
 

 

 SNR = a2 P

σn
2   (16) 

 

Where a = Gain of the wireless channel. 

 

∴ BER = Q√SNR 

 

 BER = Q√a2 P

σn
2   (17) 

 

Here ‘a’ is the random quantity because it is a random 

multipath component. After simplification of the equation 

(17), the BER can be written as: 

 

 BER =
1

2
(1 − √

SNR

2+SNR
)  (18) 

 

BER of the wireless channel at high SNR is  
1

2SNR
 . 

 ∴ BER ≈
1

2SNR
  (19) 

 

Case 1: 

Compute SNRdB  of a wireless communication system for 

BER = 10−6. 

 

Compute SNR from the equation (19). 

SNRdB = 57dB. 

   

As compared with the wire-line communication, wireless 

communication required more power to achieve less BER. 

Wireless system has a high BER and poor performance in 

this case. This is due to fading. In a wireless 

communication system, it needs a huge amount of power 

to achieve the lower BER because of the fading nature of 

the wireless environment. To overcome this problem, the 

signal should be transmitted at high power. SNR vs BER 

for digital wired communication and wireless 

communication system shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.  BER vs SNR for AWGN and Rayleigh Channel. 

 

By referring Figure 3 it is concluded that, when the SNR 

increase BER for digital wired communication drastically 

decreasing, but BER for wireless communication is very 

slow rate of decreasing due to the multipath components. 

The poor performance of wireless communication is 

arising from ‘deep fade’ and it arises because of 

destructive interference.  

The probability of deep fade =
1

SNR
 

∴ BER ≈ Probability of deep fade 

 

This result shows that, in wireless communication the 

BER is nothing but a deep fade. To improve the 

performance of wireless communication system through 

controlling or combating fading environment. This can be 

done using diversity technique. 

 

2.3. Diversity and Model 

 

Diversity is the fundamental technique in 3G/4G wireless 

communication system, which will improve the 

performance of wireless communication through 

controlling or combating fading environment, How?. 

Consider there are multiple links between transmitter and 

receiver, in there multiple links, even one or two links are 

in deep fade or error, the rest of the links successfully 

carries the information. This technique is named as 

diversity [7]. Schematic diagram of a single link and 

multiple links (Receiver Diversity) is shown in Figure 4 

and Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 4. Single Input and Single Output (SISO) system 

with deep fade. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Multiple link system with deep fade. 

 

The multiple link system having multiple links between 

the transmitter and receiver as compared with the single 

link system with deep fades. This is only the possible way 

to improve the performance of wireless communication 

system. 

 

2.3.1. Multiple Antenna System and The Model 

 

In multiple antenna system, N numbers of antennas are 

located at the receiver end. In this system, the receiver will 

be having multiple copies of transmitting signals over 

different links [20]. The schematic diagram of a multiple 

antenna system or receive diversity is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Multiple antenna system (SIMO). 

 

Where, S(t) = Transmitted signal. 

            S’(t) = Received signal. 

            L = Links between Transmitter and Receiver. 

 

If L1 and L2 are in deep fade, then the receiver can 

recover the transmitted signal through L3 and L4. 

 

System Model: 

Consider one transmit antenna and L receive antenna 

system this is known as Lth order diversity [27]. Schematic 

diagram of Lth order receive antenna system shown in 

Figure 7. 
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Figure 7.  Lth order receive antenna system 

 

Where, a = Transmitted signal. 

            b = Received signal. 

 

 b = ha + n  (20) 

 

For multiple links: 

 

 b1 = h1a + n1  (21) 

 

 

 b2 = h2a + n2 (22) 

 

 b3 = h3a + n3 (23) 

 

 bL = hLa + nL (24) 

 

Where, a = Copies of transmitted signal. 

            h1 = Fading coefficient of wireless channel 1 

            h2 = Fading coefficient of wireless channel 2 

            h3 = Fading coefficient of wireless channel 3 

            hL = Fading coefficient of wireless channel L 

 

The system model of multiple antennas can be expressed 

as: 

 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
b1

b2

b3

..

.
bL]

 
 
 
 
 
 

=

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
h1

h2

h3

..

.
hL]

 
 
 
 
 
 

a +

[
 
 
 
 
 
n1

n2
n3

..

.
nL]

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 ∴ b̅ = h̅a + n̅ (25) 

 

2.3.2. Analysis of Receive Antenna Diversity System 

 

Signal detection: 

 

b̅ = h̅a + n̅ 

 

Here h is the fading coefficient of channel. The expected 

value of noise is expressed as:  

 

 E{|ni(k)|
2} = σn

2  (26) 

 

b1, b2, b3,…, bL are the received signal at L receive 

antenna. The entire signal will be combined to detect the 

transmitted signal. The expression for the combined 

received signal (RS) is: 

 

 RS = W1
∗b1 + W2

∗b2 + W3
∗b3 +. . +WL

∗bL (27) 

 

Here it shows weighing each b1 by W1 and added all 

received signals. So the received signal is combined 

linearly and detects the transmitted signal [27]. The 

combined received signal is expressed as: 

 

 Received Signal = W̅Hb (28) 

 

This expression is known as “Beamforming” [27] and  W̅ 

is known as “Beamformer”. Therefore the beamformer 

output will be written as: 

 

 Beamformer output = W̅Hb = W̅H(h̅a + n̅) = 

 = W̅Hh̅a + W̅Hn̅  (29) 

 

Where, W̅Hh̅a = Signal component 

             W̅Hn̅ = Noise component 

 

Therefore the signal to noise ratio can be written as:  

 

 SNR =
|W̅̅̅Hh̅|

2
P

σn
2 W̅̅̅HW̅̅̅

  (30) 

 

 Maximize SNR = (
|W̅̅̅Hh̅|

2

W̅̅̅HW̅̅̅
)

P

σn
2   (31) 

 

Where P = Signal power. 

           σn
2  = Noise power. 

 

To maximize the SNR, choose W̅HW̅ value as 1. 

Therefore, the SNR is written as: 

 

 SNR = |W̅Hh̅|
2 P

σn
2  (32) 

 

Where W̅ is the optimal beamforming vector. The 

expression for optimal beamforming is: 

 

W̅opt =
h̅

‖h̅‖
 

 

This is known as Maximal Ratio Combiner (MRC) or 

spatial matching filter. Therefore, the receive SNR after 

MRC is expressed as: 
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 SNR = ‖h̅‖
2 P

σn
2   (33) 

 

The BER with L receive antenna after MRC combining is 

expressed as: 

 

 BER = (
1−λ

2
)

L
∑ L + l − 1Cl

(
1+λ

2
)

L
L−1
l=0   (34) 

 

Where λ = √
SNR

2+SNR
 

 

The BER with L receive antenna after MRC at high SNR 

is expressed as: 

 

 

 SNR = 2L − 1CL
(

1

SNR
)
2

  (35) 

 

Case 2: 

Consider two antennas at the receiver, compute the SNR 

in dB for BER=10-6 in a wireless communication system. 

By using equation (35), the computed SNRdB = 29.37 dB. 

 

As compared with the single antenna system (SNRdB = 57 

dB), it requires less power at the receiver to recover the 

signal. Adding one antenna results in significant 

improvement in the BER at receiver. As the number of 

receive antenna keep increasing progressively, the BER 

keep decreasing fast rate and it improves the performance 

of the system. The BER vs SNR with receive diversity is 

shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. BER vs SNR for L receive antenna diversity 

 

Hence receive diversity is very important in 3G/4G 

wireless communication system. It is employed in many 

technologies like Wideband CDMA (WCDMA), High 

Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA), High Speed 

Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) and WiMaX. 

 

2.4. Coherence Bandwidth and Delay Spread 

 

Coherence bandwidth: The portion of spectrum over 

which the response is approximately constant or flat [3]. 

Consider a system,  

X(f) = Transmitted signal from BS. 

H(f) = Wireless response of the channel. 

Y(f) = Received signal. 

 

 
Figure 9. Coherence bandwidth 

 

Where, BC = Coherence bandwidth. 

             BS = Signal bandwidth 

 

If the coherence bandwidth is greater than signal 

bandwidth, then there is no distortion in the received 

signal because the input signal is scaled by the constant or 

flat value. This is known as flat fading channel. If the 

signal bandwidth is greater the coherence bandwidth, then 

there will be a distortion in the received signal. This is 

known as frequency selective distortion. This frequency 

selective fading will affect the performance of wireless 

communication system. To avoid this, some technique has 

to employ at the receiver to reverse this distortion. This is 

known as equalization technique [8]. 

 

Delay spread: Multiple signal copies are arriving at 

receiver over an interval of time. This time spread or time 

interval is termed as delay spread. Pictorial representation 

of delay spread is shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10.   Delay spread 

 

The outdoor delay spread in 3G/4G wireless 

communication system is approximately of the order of 1-

3 μs and indoor delay spread are 10-50 ns. 

 

3. CDMA/3G TECHNOLOGY 

   

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is a multiple 

access technology; it will transmit multiple information to 

multiple users using the same channel, how? CDMA is 

one of the techniques which enables multiple access by 

using different codes corresponding to different users 

over the common channel [2, 9]. The present 3G system 

based on CDMA namely WCDMA, HSDPA-HSUPA and 

CDMA 2000. 

 

3.1. Multiple Access 

 

Consider a Base Station (BS) which transmitting signal to 

user 0 and user 1. For both the users there is no separate 

channel, unlike in digital wired communication, there has 

to be a way of transmitting independent information to 

each of the users to access the BS. By correlating the 

different codes corresponding to different users, can able 

to recover the signal [9]. The schematic diagram of 

multiple access is shown in Figure 11. 

 

 
Figure 11. Multiple Access CDMA 

 

Consider a0 is the transmitting information for user 0 and 

a1 is the transmitting information for user 1, from BS. The 

code for user 0 is [1 1 1 1] and code for user 1 is [1 -1 -1 

1]. In the next step, the codes assigned for user 0 and user 

1, will be multiplied with information of the respective 

users. The result of the multiplication is: 

 

User 0 → [a0, a0,a0, a0]  

User 1 → [a1, −a1, − a1, a1]  

 

The addition of user 0 and user 1 will produce the 

transmitting net signal as represented as: 

 

a0 + a1,  a0 − a1,  a0 − a1,  a0 + a1 

 

At Receiver: 

The transmitted signal over the channel will be expressed 

as: 

 

Tx → (a0 + a1,  a0 − a1,  a0 − a1,  a0 + a1) 

 

The received signal will be expressed as: 

 

Rx → (a0 + a1,  a0 − a1,  a0 − a1,  a0 + a1) + Noise 

 

To extract the information signal of user 0, correlating the 

net received signal and the spreading sequence [1 1 1 1].  

The result will be expressed as: 

 

→ (a0 + a1) + ( a0 − a1) + ( a0 − a1) +  (a0 + a1)

= 4a0 

 

Similarly to extract the information signal of user 1, 

correlating the net received signal and the spreading 

sequence [1 -1 -1 1]. The result will be expressed as: 

 

→ (a0 + a1) − ( a0 − a1) − ( a0 − a1) +  (a0 + a1)

= 4a1 

 

Hence, by correlating the different codes corresponding to 

the different users can able to recover the signal of both 

user 0 and user 1. The spreading codes will spread the 

bandwidth of the original signal So CDMA named as 

spread spectrum technology. Bandwidth spreads by a 

factor of ‘N’ (Spreading factor), which is the length of the 

spreading sequence, 

 

If N=4 then it will support 4 users, if N=16 then it will 

support 16 users and if N=210 then it will support 1024 

users. The maximum length sequence can be achieved by 

Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSR). The signal to 

noise ratio for multiuser CDMA is: 

 

 SNR =
P0.N

P1+σw
2   (36) 
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Where, P0 = Signal power. 

 P1 = Multiuser interference. 

σw
2  = Noise component. 

N = Spreading gain. 

 

CDMA typically having the very low transmitting power 

because the receiver is having gain and also it’s having 

wider bandwidth. Some of the 3G applications are GPS, 

location based service, mobile TV, telemedicine and 

cellular communication [10]. 

 

4. TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYED FOR 4G 

   

4G is the fourth generation of cellular communication 

technology, succeeding 3G. In 2008, International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU) assigned a set of 4G 

standard requirements, named International Mobile 

Telecommunications (IMT-advanced) specifications. 100 

Mbps for high mobility service and 1Gbps for low 

mobility service. The current popular 4G technology is 

LTE standard was first proposed by Nippon Telegraph 

and Telephone (NTT) Docomo of japan and commercial 

service for 4G started in Sweden and Norvey in 2009 [11]. 

LTE technology was globally adopted 2010. 

Technologies deployed in 4G are LTE standard, LTE 

advanced, OFDMA, 3GPP LTE, Wimax and MC-CDMA. 

Some of the technologies explained here. 

 

4.1. LTE Standard 

 

In today’s cellular communication market LTE is playing 

a vital role all over the world. Number of users are 

adopted to this 4G LTE technology and also getting 

higher data rate, QoS, improved spectral efficiency and 

reduced cost of backhaul [12]. The LTE operates in both 

Time Division Duplex (TDD) and Frequency Division 

Duplex (FDD) modes and many frequency bands used for 

LTE TDD and FDD standards. Frequency bands for 4G 

LTE system vary according to the countries. Some 

frequency bands adopted for this LTE FDD system are 

2100 MHz, 1900 MHz, 1800 MHz, 1700 MHz, 2600 

MHz, and 3500 MHz. TDD LTE frequency bands are 

2100 MHz, 1900 MHz, 2600 MHz, 3500 MHz, 3700 

MHz, 700 MHz, 1500 MHz, 5200 MHz and 5900 MHz. 

In India (Asia) the service providers of 4G LTE are Jio, 

Airtel, Vodafone, Aircel, BSNL and Idea. Some popular 

bands used in India are FDD 850 MHz, TDD 2300 MHz, 

FDD 1800 MHz and TDD 2500 MHz. This LTE 

technology dominates broadband access; day by day 

number of subscribers are increasing in cellular 

technology as compared with a fixed line. 

 

 

4.2. LTE Advanced   

 

LTE advanced technology is the enhanced version of the 

LTE standard. This system was submitted by 3GPP to 

ITU-T in 2009, the main focus of this advanced 

technology is to provide spectral efficiency up to 3 

bits/s/Hz/cell in downlink and 2.25 bits/s/Hz/cell for 

indoor communication, high Quality of Service (QoS), 

scalable channel bandwidth up to 40 MHz and 

interoperability with existing standards. LTE advanced 

technology will be the next generation cellular networks 

and which is having higher standards and improved 

technologies as compared with the current LTE standard 

[13]. In current LTE standard, the requirements set by the 

ITU are not up to that mark, so this leads to the LTE 

advanced standards. This is based on internet protocol 

packet switched network and it will provide scalable 

channel bandwidth. This technology promises to support 

3 Gbps for fixed communication and also it will provide 

proper handoff between cells. In future LTE-A might be 

named as a 5th generation network [14]. 

 

4.3. 3GPP LTE Standard 

 

3GPP is the telecommunication body associate with ITU 

to develop 3G mobile standard globally. The partners of 

3GPP are ARIB (Japan), CCSA (China), ETSI (Europe), 

TSDSI (India), TTA (Korea), ATIS (USA) and TTC 

(Japan). The aim of this body later enlarged to maintained 

and development of GSM (2G), UMTS (3G), LTE (4G), 

LTE advanced, LTE advanced Pro, Next generation 

cellular network (5G) and IMS (IP multimedia sub-

system). 3GPP standards are structured as releases, the 1st 

3GPP LTE released in 2008 (R8) and MIMO also plays 

major role in the current 4G LTE system [15]. 

 

4.4. WIMAX Technology 

 

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

(WIMAX) is the broadband wireless technology for point 

to multipoint access, which enables high data rate and 

QoS, by using OFDM and MIMO techniques [16]. The 

first WIMAX service was started by the KT corporation 

in 2006 (South Korea, Seoul) [17]. It is branded as fourth 

generation wireless network with a speed of 128 Mbps. 

This technology also adopted in china market as 4G, due 

to lack speed as compared with 4G LTE standard and IMT 

advanced requirements, it has not come up to the mark. A 

lot of researchers are working to improve WIMAX 

technology and to fulfill the IMT advanced requirements 

in future. 
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4.5. OFDM Technology 

 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is 

the method of transmitting digital information over 

multiple carriers. Each subcarrier is orthogonal to each 

other to avoid the interference. The main advantage this 

technology is free from frequency selective fading and 

Inter-symbol interference. This technique adopted in 

current 4G LTE standard and WIMAX standard to 

improve the data rate [18]. 

 

4.5.1. Multicarrier Transmission Scheme  

 

OFDM is a multicarrier modulation technique which will 

divide full carrier into a number of subcarriers, which 

means dividing wider bandwidth into small limited 

narrow bandwidth. Consider signal bandwidth B= 256 

KHz, number of subcarrier N=64, then the bandwidth for 

each subcarrier is  
B

N
= 4KHz , so it will experience 

frequency flat fading [3] because the subcarrier 

bandwidth is lesser than the coherence bandwidth (Bc ≅

200 to 300 KHz) [3]. 

 

Model: 

Consider the center frequency of ith subcarrier is: 

 

Fi = i
B

N
          − (

N

2
− 1) ≤ i ≤

N

2
 . 

 

The multicarrier composite transmitted signal is 

expressed as: 

 

 U(t) = ∑ aie
j2πi

B

N
t

i   (37) 

 

Where U(t) = Transmitted multicarrier signal. 

ai = Data transmitted on ith subcarrier. 

i
B

N
= Fi = Center frequency. 

 

Multicarrier data detection: 

The received signal is expressed as: 

 

 v(t) = U(t) = ∑ aie
j2πi

B

N
t

i   (38) 

 

Correlate v(t) with the exponential term and take 

conjugate,  

 

→ v(t)(ei2πFit)∗. 

 

After simplification, demodulation with lth coherent 

subcarrier result will be expressed as:  

 

 
 B

N
× ai ×

N

B
= ai  (39) 

 

Hence ai is recovered by coherently demodulating with 

 ej2πi
B

N
t
. So above scheme is termed as Multicarrier 

Modulation (MCM) method and this is the basic for 

OFDM technique. 

 

4.5.2. OFDM Model 

 

In the multicarrier modulation technique ith number of 

data streams is modulated on ith number of subcarriers, by 

using an N number of modulators. The all modulated 

signals will be converted into serial form which is known 

as composite signal, this will be transmitted to the 

channel. But the particular concept is not practically 

possible because of the complexity. So instead of using 

modulators and demodulators, the same results can be 

generated by employing Inverse Fast Fourier Transform 

(IFFT) and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) operations at 

transmitter and receiver side respectively [3, 18] This 

particular concept is known as OFDM, which will reduce 

the complexity to implement and this whole process can 

be integrated on a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) chip to 

perform a fast operation [19]. The schematic diagram of 

MCM transmitter and receiver [3] is shown in Figure 12 

and the schematic diagram of OFDM transmitter and 

receiver [3, 19] is shown in Figure 13. 

 

 
Figure 12. MCM transmitter and receiver 

 

 
Figure 13. OFDM transmitter and receiver 
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The message symbols are written as: 

 

 Symbols = m(0)m(1)m(2)…… . .m(N − 1) (40) 

 

The serial form of message symbols will be converted to 

parallel because to modulate carrier according to the 

information signal. IFFT will be applied to the symbols 

[3], the expression after IFFT is written as: 

 

 After IFFT = M(0)M(1)M(2)…… . .M(N − 1) (41) 

 

This expression corresponds to IFFT of the equation (40). 

After the IFFT operation, the parallel form of signal 

converted to serial and adding Cyclic Prefix (CP) [19] to 

each of the symbols to avoid the interference between the 

symbols. OFDM symbols without CP expression as 

expressed as: 

 

M̌(0)M̌(1)M̌(2). . . M̌(N − 2)M̌(N

− 1)M(0)M(1)M(2)…M(N − 1) 

 

Where M̌ denotes previous OFDM symbol and M denotes 

current OFDM symbol. 

 

This OFDM without a CP composite signal can be 

transmitted over the channel. The multipath frequency 

selective channel can be modeled as: 

 

h(0)h(1)h(2)……………h(L − 1) 

 

The received signal y(0)y(1)y(2)……………y(N − 1) 

can be resulted as: 

 

y(0) = h(0)M(0) + h(1)M̌(N − 1) + h(2)M̌(N − 2) 

 +⋯+ h(L − 1)M̌(N − L + 1)  (42) 

 

y(1) = h(0)M(1) + h(1)M(0) + h(2)M̌(N − 1) + ⋯ 

 +h(L − 1)M̌(N − L + 2)  (43) 

 

The above OFDM without CP signal is much larger, it 

consists of N number of samples, and however they still 

have ISI in initial parts. The solution to overcome from 

this Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI), CP has to be inserted 

between the symbols. Now the OFDM with CP symbols 

will be looks like, 

 

OFDM with CP = M(N − L + 1)………M(N − 2) 

 M(N − 1)M(0)M(1)… . .M(N − 1)  (44) 

 

Here all the samples belongs to current OFDM symbols, 

OFDM with CP expressed as equation (44) and the 

received signal can be written as: 

 

 

y(0) = h(0)M(0) + h(1)M(N − 1) + h(2)M(N − 2) 

 …+ h(L − 1)M(N − L + 1)  (45) 

 

y(1) = h(0)M(1) + h(1)M(0) + h(2)M(N − 1) + ⋯ 

 +h(L − 1)M(N − L + 2)  (46) 

 

Therefore  

 

y(N − 1) = h(0)M(N − 1) + h(1)M(N − 2) + ⋯+ 

 h(L − 1)M(N − L)  (47) 

 

Therefore the net received signal is expressed as: 

 
[y(0)y(1)… . y(N − 1)] = 

= [h(0)h(1)… . . h(L − 1)] ∗ [M(0)M(1)… . .M(N − 1)] 

 ⇒ Y(k) = H(k) ∗ M(k)  (48) 

 

Where Y(k) = Received output across kth subcarrier. 

            H(k) = Channel coefficient of kth subcarrier. 

            M(k) = Symbol loaded onto kth subcarrier. 

 

Hence, the frequency selective channels are converted 

into a group of narrow band flat fading channels, this is 

the advantage of multicarrier modulation system [18]. 

Also can say wideband/Broadband channel (B) is 

converted into N narrow band channels (B/N), 

experiences flat fading (No ISI). In fact CP should be 

greater than the delay spread of the channel. It creates a 

loss in spectral efficiency because of repeating the same 

symbols [19]. Hence the effect of addition of long CP is a 

loss in throughput of the system. 

 

Loss in efficiency =
Cyclic prefic length

Total OFDM symbol length
 

 Loss in efficiency =
L−1

N+L−1
  (49) 

 

Where N = Symbol length. 

            L = CP length. 

 If  N ⇒ ∞,  

⇒ limN→∞

L − 1

N + L − 1
= 0 

 

Here, loss in spectral efficiency approaches zero. Hence, 

a large number of subcarriers implies lower loss of system 

throughput. After increasing N, results in an increase in 

OFDM symbol time.  

 

4.6. MIMO Technology 

 

The Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) is also 

referred as multipath propagation system in which, the 

system will be having more number of antennas at both 

transmitter and receiver sides. MIMO can increase the 

data rate by transmitting several information streams in 
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parallel with same transmit power. The main focus of 

MIMO is to use a number of antennas to achieve high 

speed, more SNR by beamforming and low error rate [20]. 

In MIMO, most importantly the placement of antennas 

will be crucial, as this will be known as spatial 

multiplexing. What will be the crucial part in MIMO? The 

separation of antennas in such manner that the signal 

should not interfere with each other [20, 21]. The 

schematic diagram of MIMO model is shown in Figure 

14. 

 

 
Figure 14. MIMO Model 

 

4.6.1. MIMO Model 

 

The transmitted symbols are expressed as: 

 

 X = x1, x2, x3, x4, …………… . xt  (50) 

 

The received symbols can be expressed as:  

 

 Y = y1, y2, y3, y4, …………… . yr (51) 

 

The channel for MIMO can be modeled as:  

 

 H =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
h11 h12 ……… . . h1t

h21 h22 ……… . . h23.
.
.
..

hr1

.

.

.

..
hr2

.

.

.

..
…………hrt]

 
 
 
 
 
 

  (52) 

 

The simplified model for MIMO can be expressed [27] as: 

 

 Y̅ = HX̅ + N̅  (53) 

 

Here hrt is the channel co-efficient between the rth receive 

antenna and tth transmit antenna. 

 

Special cases: 

If t = 1, 

Y̅ = h̅x + N̅ 

 

This particular system is referred as receive diversity. 

This system is also known as Single Input Multiple 

Output (SIMO) [27]. 

If r = 1, 

Y̅ = h̅Tx̅ + N 

 

This particular system is referred as transmit diversity. 

This system is also termed as Multiple Input Single 

Output (MISO). 

 

If r = 1 and t = 1, 

y = hx + N 

 

This system is known as Single Input Single Output 

(SISO). 

 

4.6.2. MIMO Receiver 

 

To estimate the information signal from MIMO channel, 

there are lots of MIMO receiver techniques are adopted. 

Zero forcing is one of the estimators in MIMO receiver, 

but it results in noise amplification, another popular 

receiver is known as MIMO-MMSE (Minimum Mean 

Squared Error) receiver [20], which is robust to noise 

enhancement [22]. The MMSE is the minimum mean 

square error receiver, which treats a transmit symbol 

vector X̅ as the random quantity and receive vector Y̅ as 

also a random quantity, that minimize the error in the 

mean, the MMSE estimator for MIMO can be written as: 

 

 C̅ = Ryy
−1Ryx  (54) 

 

Where Ryy = PdHHH + σn
2I = Covariance matrix of y. 

            Ryx = PdH  

             σn
2 = Noise variance. 

             Pd = Transmitter power.  

Therefore, C̅ = (PdHHH + σn
2I)−1PdH. 

 

The basic linear estimator of transmitter signal [20] can 

be written as: 

 

 X̂ = C
T
Y  (55) 

 

After simplification X̂ can be written as:  

 

 X̂ =
Pdh∗

σn
2 Y  (56) 

 

From this result, MIMO-MMSE estimator does not result 

in noise enhancement. The SNR of ith parallel channel 

MIMO can be written as: 

 

 SNR =
σi

2Pi

σn
2   (57) 

 

Where σi
2 = Gain of the channel. 

             Pi = Power allocated to the ith channel.  
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            σn
2 = Noise power.  

 

The capacity of ith parallel channel MIMO can be 

calculated by Shannon capacity. 

 

Maximum Rate = Shannon capacity = log2(1 + SNR)

= log2 (1 +
σi

2Pi

σn
2

) 

Capacity of 1st channel = log2 (1 +
σ1

2P1

σn
2

) = C1 

Capacity of 2st channel = log2 (1 +
σ2

2P2

σn
2

) = C2 

 

Hence the total MIMO capacity can be written as: 

 

 Total MIMO capacity = ∑ log2 (1 +
σi

2Pi

σn
2 )t

i=1   (58) 

 

In MIMO system, the capacity is increasing linearly with 

respect to same transmit power. 

 

 C = Min(r, t)log2 (1 +
Pt

σn
2)  (59) 

 

Suppose, if the transmit antennas are 10 and receive 

antennas are 4, the capacity will be increased by four 

times with same transmit power. This shows MIMO 

system can achieve gains in capacity, which is the key part 

of 3G/4G mobile communication. MIMO-OFDM [20] is 

the another advanced technology for 4G and it is the 

foundation for advanced technologies like 4G LTE and 

5G. In this technology, the MIMO is integrated with 

OFDM technique to achieve the enormous throughput and 

capacity. It converts a MIMO frequency selective channel 

into a set of multiple parallel flat fading MIMO channel. 

 

5. 5G TECHNOLOGY 

   

5G stands for fifth generation mobile network; it will be 

the future generation mobile communication standard. 

Due to the drastic increase of data traffic and convergence 

of users, the emerging 5G technology [1, 23] has come 

into the picture. The main challenges in 5G technologies 

are accommodating more number of users (100 billion 

devices), direct to direct communication and massive 

machine communications. ITU has targeted to implement 

5G mobile networks on or after 2020 with the speed of 

100 GB/s to each user and support 1000 times gain in 

capacity [4]. Also the focus is on to utilize the widely 

available spectrum properly. The important topics related 

to the 5G communication system are discussed in the 

following sections. 

 

5.1. Spectrum for 5G 

 

In mobile communication, spectrum is one of the 

important factors. Now a day the consumption of the 

spectrum is more because of usage of more number of 

devices. The spectrums which are used for 2G/3G/4G 

vary according to the country [24].  A lot of spectrum 

studies for 5G are conducted by many telecom 

organizations like RCC, ATU, APT, ASMC, CITL, CEPT 

and so on. According to IMT research study, low 

frequency bands below 6 GHz will be the best resource in 

the near future and high frequency bands above 6 GHz 

might be introduced in 2020 or after 2020. Spectrum 

proposed for 5G in different countries are china (25-30 

GHz, 40-50 GHz, 71-76 GHz, 81-86 GHz), Japan (14, 28, 

40, 48, 80 GHz), Korea (66-74 GHz, 50.4-52.6 GHz, 37-

42.5 GHz), UK (10.125-10.2254 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz, 

40.5-43.5 GHz and 66-71 GHz) and US (27.5-29.5 GHz, 

50.4-52.6 GHz and 59.3-71 GHz) [1, 24]. Some of the 

new spectrum after WRC-15, above 6 GHz frequency 

bands tested and conducted by many countries [25, 26]. 

Samsung (Korea) tested above 6 GHz frequency band, 

especially at 13.4-14 GHz, 18.12-18.6 GHz, 27.02-29.5 

GHz and 38.0-39.5 GHz. Samsung achieved 1GB/s rate 

within 200 meters and BER 0.01% by employing 64 

antennas and adaptive beam forming. The frequency 

bands which are reframed or below 6GHz, are been 

included in 5G spectrum [24], but below 6GHz the 

bandwidth has got utilized, because of this it is necessary 

to use above 6 GHz in 5G technology. 

 

5.2. Key Technologies in 5G    

 

The below section will be focused on various features and 

key technologies, which will play a vital role in the 

development of the 5G mobile communication system. 

 

5.2.1. Massive MIMO 

 

In the future generation cellular network there is a huge 

demand for higher data throughput. Because every year, 

the data traffic is increasing rapidly, one of the main goals 

of 5G technology is to achieve 1000 times more than the 

current data throughput. This can be achieved by placing 

more number of antenna arrays at the BS with proper 

separation between the antennas [27, 28]. This technology 

is known as massive MIMO, which is advanced then 

MIMO. The area throughput model can be expressed as, 

 

Area Throughput (bit/s/Km2) = Bandwidth (Hz) x Cell 

density (cell/Km2) x Spectral efficiency (bit/s/cell) 
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This formula explains how to increase the area throughput 

by allocating more bandwidth, more number of cells with 

separate access point and transmission efficiency. These 

all are the main factors to achieve the higher area 

throughput. Massive MIMO is the advanced MIMO 

technology where a multiple number of antennas at BS 

and user terminals. Basically two types of massive MIMO 

proposed by the researchers [28], one is point to point 

MIMO and another one is multiuser MIMO. In point to 

point MIMO the structure is like multiple numbers of 

antennas will be available at both user terminal and BS 

and in multiuser MIMO only BS contains a more number 

of antennas irrespective of a user terminal. In future, this 

multiuser massive MIMO going to play a major role for 

higher data communication and it is the most scalable 

technique because the wavelength used for this 

technology will be 5 to 30 cm and frequency range will be 

1 to 6 GHz [27]. 

 

5.2.2. Millimeter Wave Mobile Communication 

 

Millimeter wave mobile communication is one of the 

popular and expected technologies, in the future 

generation cellular network due to the available ultra 

broadband spectrum. The demand for higher data rate and 

high quality communication for smart phones and many 

smart devices are increasing day by day. In future the 

capacity of mobile network is going to increase more than 

a thousand times, as compared with current 4G 

technology [30]. A lot of researches and studies are going 

on millimeter wave communication because of its 

bandwidth. The frequency ranges for millimeter wave 

communications are 6 GHz, 14 GHz, 28 GHz, 38 GHz, 60 

GHz, 71-76 GHz and 81-86 GHz [29]. Because of its 

higher frequency the propagation loss will be more as 

compared with the lower frequencies, due to this factor 

the transmission range will be limited, so this millimeter 

wave communication will be better suited for small cells. 

To design a channel for millimeter wave bands is complex 

and challenging. Many organizations have proposed a 

channel model for this band like, map based channel, 

Saleh-Valenzuela (S-V) model and Spatial Channel 

Model (SCM) [29]. In current 3G/4G also based on SCM 

model so the extension of this model might be the model 

for 5G system. 

 

5.2.3. Non Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) 

 

By now the users have experienced a tremendous data 

speed in 4G LTE system, the multiple access technique 

(OFDMA/SC-FDMA) is the core technique for the 

current 4G system [33]. NOMA will be one of the new 

multiple access technology for next generation cellular 

network. The higher level target of this technology is to 

achieve higher energy efficiency, flexible air interface, 

smart spectrum use, multiple antenna and versatile 

network solution [31, 32]. NOMA uses the power level to 

separate signal from each other. This is totally a new 

multiple access technology, which is not even used in 

2G/3G/4G. NOMA is a non-orthogonal technique which 

will be introduced either in time, code or frequency. 

    

5.2.4. Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing 

(GFDM) 

 

GFDM is one of the new multiplexing techniques for 

future generation mobile communication. GFDM is 

similar to the OFDM technique, but the carriers are non-

orthogonal to each other. The advantage of GFDM will be 

reduced PAPR and lesser Out of Band emission (OOB) 

[34]. The other important feature of GFDM, that is signal 

processing will not be fully complex as compared with 

OFDM and maintain GFDM signal dense in time. OOB 

emission is one of the important processes in this 

technique [34]. To reduce this emission it is required 

smoother transmission between the GFDM blocks. Many 

theories for future GFDM have been proposed by the 

researches. Gabor transforms is one of the popular theory 

for GFDM, the Balian low theorem is for the modulation 

and a poission summation algorithm for the reception of 

each symbol. The channel estimated for GFDM technique 

is Least Square (LS) and linear MMSE. To achieve the 

lower PAPR, low OOB emission and higher throughput 

its necessary to combine MIMO with GFDM technique. 

MIMO-GFDM transmission and deduction will make the 

5G communication strong [35]. 

 

5.2.5. Beam Division Multiple Access (BDMA) 

 

A lot of multiple access technologies like Frequency 

Division Multiple Access (FDMA), Time Division 

Multiple Access (TDMA), Code Division Multiple 

Access (CDMA) and OFDM were adopted for 2G/3G/4G. 

Korean research and development proposed a new 

multiple access technology for future generation cellular 

network (5G), which is known as BDMA. The higher 

target of this technology is to achieve high quality services 

and higher system capacity [1, 36]. On BDMA 

environment, each antenna at BS is focused on each 

individual user, the communication between the BS and 

the MS are in LOS. BS will be monitoring the position of 

the users, according to the position it will calculate the 

direction and width of the beam for users [1]. 
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5.2.6. Filter Bank Multicarrier (FBMC) 

 

FBMC is the one of the multicarrier modulation technique 

for future generation cellular communication. It is similar 

to the OFDM technique; where in OFDM CP is used to 

avoid the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) but in FBMC, 

bank of filters will be used instead of CP [1, 3]. This will 

proficiently use the bandwidth irrespective of CP in 

OFDM. This technique is more advanced than the OFDM 

because the advantage of FBMC is more as compared 

with the OFDM. FBMC filters are used to control the 

adjacent frequency leakage. The delay spread can also be 

handled properly by this technique [37]. In future, FBMC 

can be integrated with cognitive radio technology to 

achieve the better spectrum efficiency and QoS. 

 

 

 

 

5.2.7. Device to Device Communication (D to D) for 5G 

 

Device to device communication is the communication 

between two or more user devices without the 

intervention of a base station. This technology will 

improve the spectral efficiency and energy efficiency in 

cellular networks. The proposed routing scheme for D to 

D cellular communication [38] is shown in Figure 15. 

 

 
Figure 15. Device to device communication for 5G. 

 

Consider a scenario on efficient data communication 

between two users attached to the same femto cell, here 

the cell contains users and BS, the current routing of user1 

and user2 is through BS, but the proposed routing shows 

no involvement of BS, in fact user1 and user2 can 

communicate directly. This proposed routing scheme will 

be implemented in next generation cellular 

communication. This project was proposed by P.Mach, 

Z.Becvar, T.Vanek (duration: 2017 to 2019), this project 

is focused on D to D communication [39], combining 

conventional RF bands and Visible Light Communication 

(VLC), it is funded by Czech science foundation. 

 

5.2.8. Cognitive Radio 

 

Cognitive radio is one of the intelligent technologies for 

future generation network. In this technology, the 

transmitter and receiver will function smartly. The main 

focus of this technology is to use the unused spectrum 

efficiently, by dynamic spectrum access. The cognitive 

system will detect the unused spectrum dynamically and 

allocate that spectrum to the users those who are in need, 

without any interference with the other users [1, 3]. The 

features of cognitive radio are spectrum sensing, spectrum 

sharing, transceiver geographic location finding, output 

power adjustments and modulation characteristics. 

Spectrum sensing and spectrum sharing are the major part 

of this technology. Spectrum sensing is the sense the free 

spectrum of the licensed users, and allocates that spectrum 

to the unlicensed users, without any interference to the 

licensed users [3, 40]. In this way, it is possible to utilize 

the spectrum more proficiently and maintain the 

communication also in an efficient manner. There are lots 

of spectrum sensing methods were adopted for the 

cognitive radio [41] those are, energy detection, 

cyclostationary and matched filter detection [3, 42], these 

are all the popular and successful methods adopted for this 

technology. Implementation of this technology has been 

already tested in the Femto cell environment. By using 

cognitive radio technology, Femto cell environment can 

be able monitor and frequency channel allocation can be 

possible [43]. The requirements of 5G technology can be 

fulfill by this technology. The regulatory body like the 

FCC (USA) and Ofcom (UK) are looking for the emerge 

of cognitive radio ideas. 

 

5.2.9. Visible Light Communication (VLC)-5G 

 

VLC is the optical wireless technology designed for 

higher data rate communication. From the study, data 

traffic will be going to increase 24 Exabyte /Month by 

2019 [44]. To overcome from this traffic, new technology 

has to be adopted. Li-Fi is an emerging technology for 

next generation communication, working on visible light 

spectrum from 400 to 490 THz frequency range. Li-Fi 

uses hybrid LED’s as a source for continuous data 

transmission at transmitter side and photo detector at the 

receiver end [45]. More modulation schemes have been 

proposed for 5G-VLC technology, OFDM is one of the 

popular modulation techniques to increase the VLC 

capacity. The target of this technology is to achieve the 

better QoS even in NLOS communication and higher data 

rate in indoor communication [1, 44]. So we can expect 

VLC can be one of the promising technologies for 5G. 
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5.2.10. Femto Cell 

 

Femto cell is a small base station designed for indoor 

communication [1]. The main motive of this technology 

is to provide a better signal coverage for indoor 

communication. From the study of the cellular 

environment, more number of voice and data traffic arise 

from indoor area, but the coverage is less in indoor as 

compared to an outdoor area, this is one of the major 

issues in the current cellular environment. To overcome 

from this problem, the signal from the macro cell can be 

given to Femto cell BS so that users can experience better 

coverage with higher data rate. The coverage area of 

Femto cell is around 10-50 meters. Due to the increased 

traffic in indoor communication, Femto cell is the most 

expected technology in 5G [1, 46]. 

 

6. PROJECTS ON 5G  

   

6.1. 5GPPP (5G Infrastructure Public Private 

Partnership) 

 

This project started by the EU commission and industry 

manufactures. The objective is to provide reconfigurable 

hardware and software, which can support 5G 

infrastructure. The devices are highly reconfigurable, 

versatile and flexible for smooth operation on 5G 

technology [47]. 

 

6.2. 5G Norma 

 

This project started by the EU commission and industry 

manufactures. The main objective of this project is to 

provide a hilarious architecture for 5G technology; it 

includes security, performance and efficient data 

communication [48]. 

 

6.3. METIS-II (Mobile and Wireless Communication 

Enables for 2020 Information Society-II) 

 

This project started by the EU commission and industry 

manufactures. The main motive of this work is to design 

a 5G radio access network and to provide a technical need 

for an efficient integration for 5G technology. This project 

focused on networking and security part [49]. 

 

6.4. 5G X Haul 

 

The main objective of this project is to dynamically 

reconfigurable optical- wireless back haul/front haul with 

the cognitive control plane for small cells and cloud 

RAN’s.  This project focused on connecting small cell to 

core network [50, 51].   

6.5. 5G Now 

 

The 5G Non orthogonal waveform for asynchronous 

signaling (5G Now) is a European project, funded by the 

EU commission, which is started on Sep 2012. The aim of 

this project is to increase the performance of single cells 

by enforcing synchronism and orthogonality [52]. 

 

6.6. CogNet 

 

Cognitive Network (CogNet) is a 5GPPP project funded 

by European commission with the cost of 5,972,820€. 

This project period is from July 2015 to Dec 2017. The 

CogNet project was designed for making a network as an 

intelligent for future generation network [53]. The target 

of this project is to improve the QoS, reduced cost, 

optimized solution and improved resource utilization 

[54]. 

 

6.7. KOI 

 

Koordinierle Indutriekommunikation (KOI) is a European 

project funded by the Bundesministerium for Bildung und 

Forschung (BMBF). The duration of this project from Jan 

2015 to June 2017. The aim of this project is to utilization 

of frequency bands, heterogeneous radio access without 

any interference to the other radio using the same band 

[55, 56]. 

 

6.8. MiWEBA (Millimeter Wave Evolution for 

Backhaul and Access) 

 

MiWEBA project is funded by the Japan government. The 

duration of this project from June 2015 to May 2016. The 

aim of this project is to increase the capacity of the 

network more than a thousand times from the current 

capacity, with the nominal cost [57]. The another goal of 

this project is to use the unused millimeter wave bands. 

This has been already completed successfully and got an 

excellent score from MIC and EU [58].  

 

7. CONCLUSION 

   

This article is focused on the study of the past, present and 

future generation mobile communication and it includes 

the background of the mobile communication system, key 

technologies and projects. In this work, the detailed study 

and problem formulation of 3G and 4G technology were 

addressed and it gives a roadmap to the future generation 

mobile communication which is known as 5G. Spectrum 

Scarcity is one of the major issues in the current mobile 

communication scenario, this work suggested a new 

technology and techniques like Cognitive Radio, FBMC 
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modulation, GFDM, Massive MIMO, Femto cell and 

mmWave communication to solve the problems in current 

mobile communication. This work also gives a key 

capability and detailed technical requirements for 5G, this 

technology will be integrated with the existing 

technologies like 3G and 4G. It will bring a new change 

in the area of mobile communication. In future, 5G is 

going to connecting a billion of devices and provide an 

intelligent service to the mobile world.  
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